BUSHNELL TOUR X INSTRUCTIONS
As you already know, the new Bushnell Tour X does not have a tripod socket. All other previous Bushnell laser
rangefinders had a tripod socket. So we bought a Tour X several weeks ago and experimented with different
solutions to use it with the Quick Clip. Due to the weight of the Tour X (8 oz) we recommend the double magnet Quick
Clip. The solution we’ve settled on is foolproof.
Attached are two pictures of each side of our Bushnell Tour X. Note where we’ve placed the belt clip tab/3M VHB
adhesive disk assembly as this is the exact spot where you’ll be placing it. We placed one on each side of the Tour X
though you don’t need to do that. We did that just for convenience – when you want to hang the Tour X on the Quick
Clip, either side will work and it saves time.
We’ll be sending 4 of the belt clip tabs -- three for spares -- plus extra alcohol cleaning pads and extra belt clip tabs.
Be sure to use one of the cleaning pads on the spot where you are placing the belt clip tab. That removes any dirt,
oils, grease, etc and enhances the adhesion. Allow the alcohol to dry before placing the belt clip tab as that also
enhances adhesion. Be very careful when placing the belt clip tab/3M VHB adhesive disk assembly on your Tour X.
VERY IMPORTANT: If you follow the directions “to the letter”, it will stick instantly and you won’t be able to
remove it using your fingers/hands (you may draw blood). It certainly cannot come off during your everyday
use on the golf cart. Before using your Bushnell Tour X on the Quick clip, let it "set" for at least 48 to 72 hours as
this also enhances the adhesion. If you ever need more of the belt clip tab/3M VHB adhesive disk assemblies, 3M
VHB adhesive disks, etc, just send us an e-mail and we’ll ship some to you at no charge.
If you ever want to remove the belt clip tabs, simply warm the 3M VHB adhesive with a hair dryer and it will peel off
(though stll requiring some effort) without any (or very little) residue. Don't re-use the belt clip tab with the old 3M
adhesive as it loses its adhesion after removal. But you can always reuse the belt clip tab as long as it’s not damaged
or distorted. Simply remove any old adhesive. Clean it with an alcohol pad and allow to dry. Then peel the paper
backing off of either side of one of the extra 3M VHB adhesives. Very carefully (it will want to stick instantly to
whatever it touches) place it centered on the belt clip tab. Press on it with some pressure for about 30 seconds. Use
a razor knife to trim off the overlapping edges of the 3M adhesive. Then you can follow the instructions in the 3rd
paragraph above.
Please don't hesitate to contact us if you have any concerns or questions. Always remember too...if your aren't happy
with the way your Bushnell Tour X works with the Quick Clip, we'll refund your $$ in full.
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Bushnell Tour X showing where to place
the belt clip tab on the “logo” side.

Bushnell Tour X showing where to place
the belt clip tab on the “opposite “ side.

